<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Session Type</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SCIENTIFIC SESSIONS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PLENARY SESSION</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ORAL PRESENTATIONS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>POSTER PRESENTATIONS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PUBLIC SESSION</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MEETING</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SCHOOLS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UEMS-PRM Section &amp; Board Session</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WORKSHOP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JOINT SESSION</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LAB SESSION</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BREAK, EXHIBITION AND E-POSTER VIEWING</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OPENING/CLOSING CEREMONY</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Pacific

8:30-9:30 PLENARY SESSION

Stefano Negrini (Italy): Cochrane Rehabilitation
Satish Mishra (WHO): State of Rehabilitation in the WHO European Region and call for actions - Currently it says physical activity?

9:30-10:30 JOINT SESSIONS

ISPRM Session
Chairpersons: Carlotte Kiekens (Italy), Satish Mishra (WHO), Christoph Gutenbrunner (Germany)

Carlotte Kiekens (Italy): Rehabilitation 2030, a WHO initiative for the strengthening of rehabilitation in health systems.
Christoph Gutenbrunner (Germany): International classification of service organization in rehabilitation: an updated set of categories (ICSO-R 2.0)

10:30-11:00 Coffee Break

11:00-13:00 SCIENTIFIC SESSIONS

ESPRM SISC Session in Stroke
Part I
Stroke Rehabilitation Strategies
Chairpersons: Ljubica Konstantinovic (Serbia), Isabelle Laffont (France)

Ljubica Konstantinovic (Serbia): Stroke rehabilitation strategies
Isabelle Laffont (France): Recording of brain signal in PRM: helpful
Francois Boyer (France): New insights to care stroke in PRM setting: define modular
Galina Ivanova (Russia): The result of large clinical trial “Development of Medical rehabilitation in Russia” (DOME): three level patient-oriented, multidisciplinary and problem-focused rehabilitation of stroke patient
Evrim Karadağ Saygi (Turkey): Evaluation of physical activity and related factors in a sample of Turkish patients with stroke
OP : Ji Hye Kang (Korea): Sagittal alignment as a prognostic factor of standing balance in stroke patients

13:00-14:30 Light Lunch
Pacific

14:30 – 16:30 SCIENTIFIC SESSIONS

**ESPRM SISC Session in Cardiovascular Diseases**

*Part I*

Chairpersons: Milica Lazovic (Serbia), Carmen Terzic (USA)

Branko Beleslin (Serbia): *Challenges in diagnosis of CAD in regard to 2019 ESC guidelines for chronic coronary syndrome and 2019 ESC/ EASD guidelines for diabetes, pre-diabetes and CV diseases*

Milica Lazovic (Serbia): *What has changed in Cardiac Rehabilitation today?*

Carmen Terzic (USA): *Cardiac Rehabilitation in special populations with non-coronary cardiac disease*

Marina Deljanin Ilic (Serbia): *Gender differences in cardiovascular rehabilitation: whether women benefit equally with men?*

OP: Nana Pogosova (Russia): *Distant technologies in cardiac rehabilitation of patients with ischemic heart disease.*

OP: Yuriy Dovgalyuk (Russia): *Changes of the exercise tolerance in patients with myocardial infarction after outpatient cardiac rehabilitation*

16:30-17:00 Coffee Break

17:00-19:00 SCIENTIFIC SESSIONS

**ESPRM SISC Session in Multiple Sclerosis**

Chairpersons: Martina Kővári (Czech Republic), Mauro Zampolini (Italy)

Mauro Zampolini (Italy): *Fatigue and disability in multiple sclerosis persons*

Martina Kővári (Czech Republic): *Cardiovascular and resistive training as important part of MS therapy*

Vincent De Groot (Switzerland): *Gait analysis to guide treatment decisions in patients with MS*

Giampaolo Brichetto (Italy): *Robotic rehabilitation and wearable devices in MS patients*

OP: Sindi Rodic (Serbia): *The effects of Functional Electrical Stimulation Cycling and exercise training on functional outcomes in persons with multiple sclerosis*

OP: Lorenzo Latini (Italy): *Science vision training improves balance in subjects with multiple sclerosis: a controlled neuroplasticity study*

Atlantic 1

8:30-10:30 SCIENTIFIC SESSIONS

Physical Therapy Modalities and Rehabilitation

Chairpersons: Roberto Casale (Italy), Calogero Foti (Italy)
Atlantic 1

Roberto Casale (Italy): Neurophysiological background of physical therapies
Calogero Foti (Italy): Vibration energy in physiotherapy
Olivera Ilic Stojanovic (Serbia): The importance of choosing the parameters of laser therapy and application methods in musculoskeletal disorders. How far are we from consensus?
Stefano Masiero (Italy): Short-wave diathermy for the treatment of musculoskeletal disorders. A preliminary report
OP: Anibal Baez Suarez (Spain): Effectiveness of non-invasive neuromodulation in children with neurodevelopmental disorders to improve constipation and sleep quality. A preliminary study
OP: Marija Gocevska (North Macedonia): Comparison the effectiveness of high-intensity laser therapy and ultrasound treatment in the patient with chronic low back pain

10:30-11:00 Coffee Break

11:00-13:00 SCIENTIFIC SESSIONS

ESPRM SISC Session in Musculoskeletal Disorders
Back Pain and Spine Disorders
Chairpersons: Francesca Gimigliano (Italy), Olivera Djordjevic (Serbia)

Francesca Gimigliano (Italy): Cochrane evidence for the rehabilitative treatment of low back pain
Marco Monticone (Italy): Responsiveness and minimal clinically important difference of the fear avoidance and beliefs questionnaire in Italian subjects with chronic low back pain undergoing multidisciplinary rehabilitation
Olivera Djordjevic (Serbia): Difference between subjects in the early chronic phase of low back pain with and without neuropathic component: an observational cross-sectional study
OP: Demoulin Christophe (Belgium): Effectiveness of three educational tools in patients with chronic low back pain: a randomized controlled trial
OP: Anita Stankovic (Serbia): Supervised individually designed exercises for chronic low back pain
OP: Jaemin Kim (South Korea): Effects of prolotherapy using platelet-rich plasma for chronic non-specific low back pain

13:00-14:30 Light Lunch

14:30-16:30 SCIENTIFIC SESSIONS

Bone Diseases (e.g. Osteoporosis)
Chairpersons: Ayse Kucukdeveci (Turkey), Amila Kapetanovic (B&H)
Atlantic 1

Ayse Kucukdeveci (Turkey): *Acute osteoporotic fractures: physical and rehabilitation medicine approach*
Radisa Pavlovic (Serbia): *Current challenges in the treatment of osteoporosis – clinical implications*
Milena Jurisievic (Serbia): *Frailty, sarcopenia and type-2 diabetes mellitus: underlying mechanisms and potential pharmacological interventions*
Vladimir Biocanin (Serbia): *Orofacial changes in patients with sarcopenia and osteoporosis - review of the literature*
OP : Amila Kapetanovic (B&H): *Relationship between exposure to endogenous estrogens and skeletal fragility in Bosnian postmenopausal women*
OP : Valeria Vasileva (Russia): *Comparative effectiveness of three methods for body composition assessment in the verification of manifestations of sarcopenia in obese patients*

16:30-17:00 Coffee Break

17:00-19:00 SCIENTIFIC SESSIONS

*Session Cochrane Rehabilitation*
Chairpersons: Frane Grubišić (Croatia), Elena Ilieva (Bulgaria)

Carlotte Kiekens (Italy): *Cochrane Rehabilitation as a tool to bring evidence to practice*
Stefano Negrini (Italy): *New rehabilitation definition and guidelines for RCTs reporting*
Francesca Gimigliano (Italy): *Cochrane Rehabilitation e-book and prioritization project*

Atlantic 3

8:30-10:30 SCIENTIFIC SESSIONS

*Cancer Rehabilitation*
Chairpersons: Iuly Tregér (Israel), Tatjana Zdravkovic (Canada)

Tatjana Zdravkovic (Canada): *Important medical considerations and challenges in oncology rehabilitation*
Iuly Tregér (Israel): *In-patient oncological rehabilitation during intensive cancer treatment*
David Harvey (Canada): *Models of oncology rehabilitation care and exercise as a treatment in patient with cancer*
Natasa Mujovic (Serbia): *Feasibility and effectiveness of preoperative pulmonary rehabilitation*
Evren Atabas (Germany): *Long term side effects of cancer and cancer treatments*
OP : Jekaterina Krasovska (Latvia): *Patients’ needs identification after breast cancer*
Atlantic 3

10:30-11:00 Coffee Break

11:00-13:00 SCIENTIFIC SESSIONS

ESPRM SISC Session for Ultrasonography in PRM
Interventional Ultrasound in PRM
Chairpersons: Ozçakar Levent (Turkey)

Levent Özçakar (Turkey): 'US-guided' vs. 'US guides'
Kamal Mezian (Czech Republic): Interventions of the limbs
Levent Özçakar (Turkey): Interventions of the spine/trunk

13:00-14:30 Light Lunch

14:30-16:30 SCIENTIFIC SESSIONS

Electrodiagnostics in PRM
Chairpersons: Mark Lissens (Belgium), Dejan Nikolic (Serbia)

Mark Lissens (Belgium): The use of motor evoked potentials (MEPs) in rehabilitation
Tatjana Paternostro-Sluga (Austria): EMG and persons with peripheral nerve disorders
Dejan Nikolic (Serbia): Electrodiagnostic of myopathies in children
Ivana Petrović-Marković (Serbia): Diagnostic and prognostic relevance of neuro-physiological findings in pediatric rehabilitation
OP : Oya Umit Yemisci (Turkey): Sympathetic skin respond and reaction times in chronic autoimmune thyroiditis; an overlooked electrodiagnostic study
OP : Nam-Gyu Jo (South Korea): Relationship between intervertebral foraminal stenosis and dermatomal somatosensory evoked potentials

16:30-17:00 Coffee Break

17:00-19:00 SCIENTIFIC SESSIONS

ESPRM SISC Session for Persons with Musculoskeletal Disorders
Part III
Knee and Hip
Chairpersons: Mirjana Kocić (Serbia), Tatjana Nozica Radulovic (SR, B&H)

Mirjana Kocić (Serbia): Influence of psychological factors on outcomes following total knee and hip arthroplasty
Tatjana Nozica Radulovic (SR, B&H): Stiff knee after arthroplasty
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Atlantic 3

Aleksandra Vukomanovic (Serbia): *Early rehabilitation and early functional assessment – look at our practice*

OP : Rima Juozapavice (Lithuania): *Experience of medical rehabilitation after hip and knee joint replacement in Palanga rehabilitation hospital 2009-2019 years comparison*

OP : Helena Kolar Mitrovic (Croatia): *Comparison of the effectiveness of the IFC and TENS electrotherapy on function and pain in osteoarthritis of the knee*

OP : Stefano Faraci (Italy): *Comparison of intra-articular injections of hyaluronic acid and hyaluronic acid plus corticosteroids in the treatment of hip osteoarthritis: a pilot study*

OP : Dubravka Bobek (Croatia): *Improving balance and proprioception in patients suffering from hip and knee osteoarthritis with low body mass index*

Mediterranean/Adriatic

8:30-10:30 SCIENTIFIC SESSIONS

**ESPRM SISC Session on Medical Balneology**
Chairpersons: Pedro Cantista (Portugal), Dejan Nesic (Serbia)

Pedro Cantista (Portugal): *Balneology and PRM: from basic science to clinical practice*

Dejan Nesic (Serbia): *Balneology in Serbia - yesterday, today, tomorrow*

Albrecht Falkenbach (Austria): *Climatology: sunshine exposure has positive effects*

Aleksandar Jokic (Serbia): *The effect of sulfuric water and mud therapy on serotonin activity and other biochemical parameters in patients' plasma*

OP : Lina Varzaityte (Lithuania): *The effect of balneotherapy on patients with knee joint osteoarthritis*

OP : Nazim Badalov (Russia): *Effect of weather conditions on the treatment of patients with cardiovascular diseases*

10:30-11:00 Coffee Break

11:00-13:30 JOINT SESSIONS

**UEMS PRM Board Session**

*Part I*

*Fostering the highest educational standards in physical and rehabilitation medicine: The European PRM Board strategy*

Chairpersons: Maria Gabriella Ceravolo (Italy), Walter Frontera (USA)

Maria Gabriella Ceravolo (Italy): *Standards in PRM education: The UEMS - PRM Board core curriculum of knowledge and competencies*
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Mediterranean/Adriatic

Walter Frontera (USA): The ISPRM core curriculum & competency
Rolf Frischknecht (Switzerland): The assessment of theoretical knowledge through an MCQ-based examination
Wim Janssen (Netherlands): The assessment of Entrust able Professional Activities: the Netherlands experience
Nikos Barotsis (Greece), Aydan Oral (Turkey): Quality assurance in the UEMS PRM Board examination process

13:00-14:30 Light Lunch

14:30-16:30 SCIENTIFIC SESSIONS

Rehabilitation Service Organisation
Part I
Chairpersons: Christoph Gutenbrunner (Germany), Galina Ivanova (Russia)

Christoph Gutenbrunner (Germany): Approaches to strengthen in rehabilitation services and workforce capacity building in Eastern European countries
Galina Ivanova (Russia): Integration of rehabilitation into process of rendering medical care at various levels and at various stages of rendering medical care
Catarina Aguiar Branco (Portugal): Integrating palliative rehabilitation in the final trajectory of respiratory disease patient’s care
IulyTreger (Israel): Addressing the issue of continuity of care: programs and algorithms for early management and appropriate transfer from acute departments to rehabilitation settings
Oleksander Vladymirov, Volodymyr Golyk (Ukraine): Creating new system of rehabilitation in Ukraine
OP : Yvona Angerova (Czech Republic): Functional assessment in stroke centers in Czech Republic

16:30-17:00 Coffee Break

17:00-19:00 SCIENTIFIC SESSIONS

ESPRM SISC Session for PRM in Children
- Part II
Cerebral Palsy
Chairpersons: Karol Hornáček (Slovakia), Aleksandra Mikov (Serbia)

Rodolphe Bailly (France): Correlation between lower limb bone morphology, function, activity and participation in cerebral palsy: a systematic review
Karol Hornáček, Martina Mihalíková (Slovakia): Observing the effects of Vojta’s reflex locomotion and therapeutic riding in infants at high risk of cerebral palsy
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Mediterranean/Adriatic

Lidija Dimitrijevic (Serbia): *Physiotherapy intervention for children with developmental motor disorders: is more really better?*
Konstadina Petropoulou (Greece): *Cerebral palsy, the transition from childhood to adulthood*
Mirjana Boskovic, Dubravka Radulovic (Serbia): *Aging and cerebral palsy*
Aleksandra Mikov (Serbia): *The role of humanoid robots in pediatric rehabilitation*

Baltic/Aegean

8:30-10:30 SCIENTIFIC SESSIONS

**ESPRM SISC Session in Spinal Cord Injury**
Chairpersons: Christina-Anastasia Rapidi (Greece), Piotr Tederko (Poland)

Christina-Anastasia Rapidi (Greece): *Special issues of women with SCI*
Piotr Tederko (Poland): *Age;specificities in the etiology of spinal cord injury*
Francesca Gimigliano (Italy): *Evidence based treatments for urinary incontinence*
Radoje Cobeljic (Serbia), A. Aleksic (Serbia), L.Popovic-Maneski (Serbia), D.Popovic (Serbia): *New score for quantification of spasticity*
OP: Tatiana Builova (Russia): *Our Experience of rehabilitation of patients with spinal cord injury*
OP: Metka Moharic (Slovenia): *Lower urinary tract functioning after vertebrae Th12, L1 and L2 fracture*
OP: Ju-Yul Yoon (South Korea): *Types of detrusor-sphincter dyssynergia in the spinal cord injured and non-neurogenic bladder*

10:30-11:00 Break

11:00-13:00 SCIENTIFIC SESSIONS

**ESPRM SISC Session in New Technologies and Robotics in Rehabilitation**
*Part: I*
Chairpersons: Alessandro Giustini (Italy), Gabor Fazekas (Hungary)

Alessandro Giustini (Italy): *Activities of SISC Robotics and ESPRM Robotic School*
Gabor Fazekas (Hungary): *Robots in rehabilitation post-stroke: can they really improve the outcome?*
Daiana Popa (Romania): *Robotic rehabilitation chair*
OP: Tijana Dimkić Tomic (Serbia): *Arm assist robotic system for arm training in subacute stroke patients*
OP: Rastislava Krasnik (Serbia): *Acceptance of humanoid robots measured by Frankenstein-syndrome questionnaire*
OP: Marion Egger (Germany): *VEMO: Innovative robotic technology for early mobilization in critical care patients*
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OP: Yulia Bushkova (Russia): The effect of motor images in patients after a stroke on the effectiveness of BCI technology

13:00-14:30 MEETING

General Assembly of the Individual Members of ESPRM

14:30-16:30 SCIENTIFIC SESSIONS

Musculoskeletal trauma and sports injury
Chairpersons: Calogero Foti (Italy), Sanja Mazarčić (Serbia)

Calogero Foti (Italy): Muscular evaluation on PRM and Sport
Sanja Mazarčić (Serbia): Preparticipation screening of elite athletes, Serbian model aerobic capacity and sport results
Emilija Dubljanić Raspopović (Serbia): Current trends in tendinopathy management
OP: Biljana Mitrevska (North Macedonia): Physical Therapy and quality of life in patients with surgically treated per trochanteric fractures
OP: Dragana Dragićević-Cvetkovic (RS, BH): Muscle strength recovery after acl reconstruction in recreatives
OP: Eunsil Cha (Korea): Non-powered automatic velocity-controlled wheeled walker improves gait and satisfaction in patients with hip fracture when walking downhill: A within-participant repeated measures experimental study
OP: Silvia Silvestri (Italy): Back to Sport after knee ACL reconstruction: a reconditioning protocol

16:30-17:00 Break

17:00-19:00 SCIENTIFIC SESSIONS

ESPRM SISC Session in Respiratory Diseases
Chairpersons: Aydan Oral (Turkey), Francois Constant Boyer (France)

Aydan Oral (Turkey): The effectiveness of pulmonary rehabilitation in persons with respiratory conditions
Gerold Ebenbichler (Austria): Optimizing Functioning and Health after Lung Transplantation: The Role of Therapeutic Exercise
Francois Boyer (France): COPD rehabilitation
Catarina Aguiar Branco (Portugal): Integrating palliative rehabilitation in the final trajectory of respiratory disease patient’s care
Mark Lissen (Belgium): Electrodiagnosis of the respiratory system
OP: Sofia Ferfeli (Greece): Effects of aerobic exercise and incentive spirometer use on the respiratory muscle strength of neuro-disabled patients
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**Musculoskeletal Disorders**

**Part I: Back Pain and Spine disorders**

Chairpersons: **Erieta Nikolic Dimitrova** (North Macedonia), **Gordana Devecerski** (Serbia)

**OP : Andrea Domjan** (Hungary): *Improving neuromuscular efficacy by activating the local stabilizers of the cervical spine*

**OP : Eun Seok Kim** (Korea): *Accuracy of physical examination for lumbosacral radiculopathy in chronic and non-chronic state*

**OP : Mikhail Tsylunov** (Russia): *Power test differentiation the lower back pain on the device with biological feedback on the force*

**OP : Marina Vukovic** (Montenegro): *Low back pain and disability in activities of daily living*

**OP : Lidija Stojanovska-Matjanoska** (North Macedonia): *Occupational exposure to whole-body vibration associated to the higher degree of lumbar disc degeneration*

**OP : Giuseppe De Bernardo** (Spain): *Whiplash syndrome: what is new in its management?*

**OP : Edina Tanovic** (B&H): *The effect of intermittent traction therapy on the pain in the patients with chronic back pain*

**OP : Mikhail Saltychev** (Finland): *Minimal clinically important difference and minimal detectable change of the WHODAS 2.0 amongst patients with chronic musculoskeletal pain*

**OP : Evelin Gyspeerdt** (Belgium): *A rare case of a true neurogenic thoracic outlet syndrome*

---

**10:30-11:00 Coffee Break**

---

**Rehabilitation Service organization**

Chairpersons: **Boya Nugraha** (Germany), **Volodymyr Golyk** (Ukraine)

**OP : Boya Nugraha** (Germany): *Rehabilitation service assessment and workforce capacity building in Albania*

**OP : Ludmila Kozhushko** (Russia): *Assisted living as a new form of a lifestyle*

**OP : Gema Flores** (Spain): *Management process in rehabilitation: hip fracture*

**OP : Antonios Kontaxakis** (Greece): The interdisciplinary spasticity clinic focusing in hereditary spastic paraplegia: 2 cases

**OP : Gennady Ponomarenko** (Russia): *National model of comprehensive rehabilitation in Russia*

**OP : Kinley Roberts** (Ireland): *Enhancing interdisciplinary team (IDT) working in a national rehabilitation hospital during a transition to a new hospital facility: a project plan*

**OP : Jemma Keeves** (Australia): *“Just because we are managing doesn’t mean he’s been managed well.” Factors influencing the care of seriously injured patients in rural and urban settings*

**OP : Ludmila Kozhushko** (Russia): *Assisted living as a new form of a lifestyle*
Danube

**OP : Andreea Georgiana Marin** (Romania): *Media content for personalized reminiscence therapy – the sense-garden project experience*

**13:00-14:30 Light Lunch**

**14:30-16:30 ORAL PRESENTATIONS**

**Stroke Rehabilitation Strategies**  
Chairpersons: **Xiaolei Hu** (Sweden), **Aleksandra Vidakovic** (Serbia)

**OP : Jakub Jeniček** (Czech Republic): *Gait training in post-stroke patients: effect of peroneal nerve functional electrical stimulation*

**OP : Jun Hyun Choi** (South Korea): *The efficacy of combination tDCS and TENS in stroke patients*

**OP : Jan Taeymans** (Switzerland): *The economic burden of chronic stroke-related disorders in the Basle area in Switzerland – a cost-of-illness study*

**OP : Hannan Osman** (United Kingdom): *Retrospective study of discharge destination status of post Stroke*

**OP : Anna Millere** (Latvia): *Body mass index influence on subacute stroke rehabilitation outcome*

**OP : Gennady Ponomarenko** (Russia): *National model of comprehensive rehabilitation in Russia*

**OP : Vladimir Belkin** (Russia): *Cognitive motor dissociation diagnosis in patients with chronic disorders of consciousness*

**OP : Katerina Rybarova** (Czech Republic): *Work of occupational therapists in prevocational assessment centers in the Czech Republic*

**16:30-17:00 Coffee Break**

**17:00-19:00 ORAL PRESENTATIONS**

**Assessment of Functioning**  
Chairpersons: **Denes Zoltan** (Hungary), **Andjela Milovanovic** (Serbia)

**OP : En-Chi Chiu** (Taiwan): *Practice effect of the Motor-Free Visual Perception Test-4 in people with stroke*

**OP : Antonios Kontaxakis** (Greece): *The Greek experience of developing simple, intuitive descriptions of the Rehabilitation (Generic-30) Set categories*

**OP : Luca Latini** (Italy): *The pathophysiological role of the fascial system in post stroke spasticity: efficacy of the upper limb manipulative treatment*

**OP : Maria Krivošíkova** (Czech Republic): *Validity and minimal clinically important difference of the modified Frenchay scale in chronic stroke patients*

**OP : Jiejiao Zheng** (China): *Functioning Evaluation for Patients with Chronic Diseases Using World Health Organization Disability Assessment Schedule 2.0*
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OP : Anna Balzer (Israel): Delirium related risk factors and rehabilitation outcomes among elderly patients hospitalized after hip fracture surgery: Historical cohort study
OP : Sangah Jeong (Korea): Double eyelid tape use in severe ptosis in myotonic muscular dystrophy patient
OP : Ko Seuk-ki (Korea): Dimensional accuracy analysis of resting pan splint manufactured with fused deposition modeling 3D printing technology
OP : Esra Giray (Turkey): Reliability and construct validity of the Turkish version of the prosthesis donning and doffing questionnaire for trans-tibial amputees
OP : Aleksei Shmonin (Russia): Using animals’ classification of functioning for rats with experimental stroke for comparison with the limitation of functioning implement ICF in acute stroke patients